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Main content of the model directory
Several scripts and directories are present in the model source code main directory:

Models source code :
src/ : the chimere model source code

oasis3-mct/ : the oasis coupler source code

WRFV3_cpl371/ : the WRF model source code with extra routines for online coupling with CHIMERE

WPS4.1/ : the WPS programs for the WRF and CHIMERE domains and landuse
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Main required libraries :

compilers : Fortran90, C and C++ compilers.
GNU and INTEL are the tested and supported compiler by the developpers

MPI : Message Passing Interface a norm for parallelism of the code.
OpenMPI is our tested implementation of MPI.

HDF5 : file format to store large amount of data.
The library needs to be built with parallelism enabled
check the line Parallel HDF5: yes in libhdf5.settings in the library installation directory

NetCDF-4 : self-describing data format for array-oriented scientific data.
Needs to be built with the HDF5-parallel library
Version 4 is mandatory and libraries for C and Fortran are required.

eccodes : data format needed to read ECMWF meteorological files
blitz : high-performance vector mathematics for the C++ part of the code
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What are the components of a library ?
include file (inc)

like a header file with :
the declaration of the subroutines present in
the library
the definition of constant parameters

needs to be included in the source code :
use netcdf or include ’mpif.h’
*.mod, *.h, *.inc files

compiled code (lib)
pre-compiled code of the library that will be linked
with the source code during the compilation to
produce the final executable

lib* files

for example look at : /opt/spack_soft/netcdf-fortran/4.5.2/gcc-7.3.1



mychimere.sh : description of your environnement
This file is required to compile and run the code. This flle will be located in the mychimere directory. You need to
create one related to your personnal environment.

Contains the addresses of the external libraries needed for the code
and the name of the compilers or other bash executables.

architecture dependant :
you may need the assistance of the person in charge of your machine to fill in the fields.

Bottom line : find on the computer the location of the include and lib files related to the external libraries.

Let’s have a look at : mychimere/mychimere-chns.gfortran : the architecture file for this system
Some of the compilers : only the name if the only one in your machine but the entire path could be needed
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Compilers
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
dirCompil=/opt/rh/devtoolset-7/root/usr/bin/
export my_compilerF90=${dirCompil}/gfortran # Path to Fortran 90 compiler
export my_compilerC=${dirCompil}/gcc # Path to C compiler
export my_compilerCpp=${dirCompil}/g++ # Path to C++ compiler

Example of hdf5 and netcdf
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# HDF5 - parallel version
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
dirHDF=/opt/spack_soft/hdf5/1.12.0/gcc-7.3.1
export my_hdflib=${dirHDF}/lib # Path to HDF5 parallel library directory
export my_hdfinc=${dirHDF}/include # Path to HDF5 parallel include files directory

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# NETCDF-C - link with HDF5 parallel
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
dirNCDFC=/opt/spack_soft/netcdf-c/4.7.3/gcc-7.3.1
export my_netcdfCbin=${dirNCDFC}/bin # Path to NETCDF-C (linked with HDF5 parallel) binaries directory
export my_netcdfClib=${dirNCDFC}/lib # Path to NETCDF-C (linked with HDF5 parallel) library directory



TIPS :

Libraries could be in general linux directories such as : /usr/lib and /usr/include/
Libraries could be in a library specific directory such as : /opt/my_library/lib and /opt/my_library/include
On HPC center some environnement variable defined by the command module could also be used
Take the mychimere-void file and fill in the blanks according to your system

As an exercise you can browse the directories present in the file and find the correspondant libraries



Compilation
1 Prior to compilation you can check the different architecture file available on your directory as well as the

different options available :

./build-chimere.sh --avail

./build-chimere.sh --h

2 Compile oasis (the external coupler) and chimere :

./build-chimere.sh --mychimere chns.gfortran

The logs of the compilation are available in the compilogs directory
in the make.oasis.xxxx.log and make.xxxx.log files

3 Compile WRF and WPS (WRF is compiled twice without and with the oasis library) :

./build-wrf.sh --mychimere chns.gfortran

The logs of the compilation are available in the compilogs directory
in the make.em_real_without_oasis.xxxx.log and make.wrf_with_oasis.xxxx.log files

For the compilation a temporary directory build is created
At the end of the compilations, if succesfull all exectuables used for the run will be located in

exe_PROD or exe_DEVEL directory depending on the my_mode flag in mychimere.sh.



Run a simulation

1 Preparation of the model and data:
I Compilation of the models as seen previously
I Configuration of the model by filling in chimere.par (see next presentation)
I Definition of your domain in domains/domainlist.nml

2 Start a simulation

./chimere.sh --h

./chimere.sh -par chimere.par -todo f -startdate START_DATE -hours NUMBER_OF_HOURS

3 Simulation is running :
I Preparation of chemistry using scripts in chemprep/
I Preparation of domains using scripts in domains/ will generate a domains/MY_DOMAIN directory
I Copy of all prepared files in $chimere_tmp/
I Simulation runs in $chimere_tmp/

4 The results are directly written in $simuldir/ with files:
I out.xxxx.nc: output concentrations and meteo
I end.xxxx.nc: one field of all species for restart
I dep.xxxx.nc: deposition fluxes
I wrfout.xxxx.nc: output of wrf
I wrfrstrt.xxxx.nc: restart of wrf
I emissions in $simuldir/data: AEMISSIONS, BEMISSIONS, etc.
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